Successful teachers
benefit from the power
of connection

RingCentral Glip is the modern
TM

digital workspace that unites
teachers, students, and parents
with team messaging, file sharing,
video, and task management.

Teachers

74

Teachers spend between three to five hours a day not
teaching. They’re planning and performing administrative
tasks like answering emails, making phone calls, and
holding teacher-parent conferences. Seventy-four percent
of teachers support the use of technology in schools.1

%

of teachers state they need
student-centered technology
and resources.1

RingCentral Glip provides teachers and administrators
a convenient and productive digital workspace.
• Teachers can easily coordinate lessons between fellow
teachers and education specialists.
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%

• Communications and planning are better synchronized
between teachers and admins.

of teachers feel time for
teachers to collaborate
is important.2

• Lessons can be recorded and archived—extending the
reach of curriculum while saving resources.

Parents
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%

Parents get a digital communications space that gives
them a stronger connection with teachers.
• Parents and guardians get to connect using preferred
mediums, including voice, text, and video.

of parents feel they were not
kept in the loop when it came
to classroom activities.3

• Teachers can easily share updates, homework details
and schedules, send newsletters, and direct messages.
• It’s easier for parents and teachers to coordinate special
events, including field trips, parties, and parent-teacher
conferences.

2:1
parents favor digital
communications.4

Students
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%

Students gain an effective digital learning space
that modernizes their education.
• Students receive lessons and connect with their
teachers anywhere across messaging, video, and
file sharing.

of academic leaders rate online
learning as effective.5

• Pupils can connect with teachers online during
office hours and receive tutoring and feedback
with more flexibility.

6.5

• Learners have a digital platform to showcase their
work and can use technology that will give them tech
skills for the future.

Learn more about the benefits of
integrating RingCentral Glip with
your school classroom.

%

is the increased probability that
students earn credits in classes
where weekly teacher-to-parent
messages are exchanged.6
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